FAQ 12.10.2021

Town of Natick

Charles River Dam in South Natick
Residential Abutters FAQ
The following list of abutter questions were collected by the Charles River Dam Advisory
Committee’s upstream and downstream abutter representatives during meetings on November 15
and 16, 2021. Answers were prepared by Town staff. Answers are based on the facts at the time this
FAQ was prepared and could change if the facts change. As of December 10, 2021, the Town of
Natick is in the process of gathering additional data and has hired outside consultants to support a
variety of projects as directed by the Charles River Dam Advisory Committee. There will be updates
to this FAQ as new information becomes available.
The Charles River Dam Advisory Committee is working through a large list of questions and is in
the process of hosting a series of meetings (open to the public) with issue experts on flooding and
safety, ecology, history and culture, community use and recreation, financial and legal impacts.
Residents with general questions about these topics are encouraged to visit natickma.gov/crdam.
Information related to each topic can be accessed by watching meeting recordings or reviewing
meeting summaries.
If you have a question specific to abutting properties that is not answered in this document, please
contact Maggie Osthues of the Consensus Building Institute at mosthues@cbi.org.
This document does not constitute legal advice. If you have questions about your legal rights,
please contact your own lawyer.
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Q1: What is the status of the Charles River Dam in South Natick and what changes are being
considered?
A: Provided by Bill McDowell, Natick Town Engineer
This question was addressed in detail at the public information session on May 17, 2021. The slides
shared at that meeting and a recording of the presentation are available at natickma.gov/crdam.
The Charles River Dam in South Natick is owned and maintained by the Town of Natick and is
permitted through the Commonwealth’s Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR).
The dam structure is comprised of an earthen dam with a molded concrete spillway. The dam is a
“run of the river” dam meaning that once the impounded water rises to the spillway elevation, all of
the water flowing into the upstream side of the dam passes over the spillway. The dam does not
provide flood storage of river water or perform any flood control purpose.
The southern portion of the dam is entirely comprised of compacted earthen material. The
trapezoidal shape of the dam has a broad base and narrower crest that provides enough mass to resist
the water pressure created by the river water elevation. The concrete spillway was designed to pass
significant storms without overtopping the earthen dam. The dam has not been overtopped in its 83
years of continuous operation.
Arial view of dam with labels, presented on May 17, 2021
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The current dam structure was constructed in 1934 and was built by the Town for recreational
purposes and to provide employment during the Great Depression. The current dam is not in the
same location, nor does it reflect the construction techniques of historic dams in this area of South
Natick.
DCR has classified the Charles River Dam in South Natick as a high hazard dam under the
Massachusetts Dam Safety regulation. 1. The regulation goes on to state “the hazard potential
classification for a dam has no relationship to the current structural integrity, operational status,
flood routing capability, or safety condition of the dam or its appurtenances.” In accordance with this
same regulation, the Town of Natick inspects the Charles River Dam in South Natick every two
years. Every inspection to date has noted that the dam is in “fair” condition.
The Town has regularly contracted with GZA Associates, a geotechnical consulting firm to perform
these required inspections. The reports have all noted the dam is out of compliance with the Office
of Dam Safety’s (ODS) policy regarding trees on dams (https://www.mass.gov/servicedetails/policy-on-trees-on-dams), and have consistently included recommendations to:
•

Remove of all mature tree growth from the earthen dam,

•

Remove of all tree stumps and root balls,

•

Restore of stump holes and compaction of imported soil material,

•

Reshape and bolster the upstream and downstream dam faces, where minor erosion has
occurred over the dam's 87-year life and

•

Armor the upstream dam face to prevent future erosion

In 2019, the Town began the process of designing and permitting a repair of the dam to address these
recommendations. A proposed design was presented at a public forum in November 2019, during
which residents asked the Town to evaluate the possibility of removing the spillway and
declassifying the structure as a dam. In 2020, Natick completed sediment testing and studied the
feasibility of removing the spillway.

1

Per the 302 Code of Massachusetts Regulations (CMR) (https://www.mass.gov/doc/302-cmr-10-dam-

safety/download), high hazard dams are “located where failure will likely cause loss of life and serious damage
to home(s), industrial or commercial facilities, important public utilities, main highway(s) or railroad(s)”
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The Town needs to take prompt action to come into compliance with the ODS and address
recommendations related to the integrity and performance of this 87-year piece of infrastructure.

Q2: How will the Charles River and the surrounding area change if the dam is repaired or if
the spillway is removed?
A: Provided by Bill McDowell, Natick Town Engineer
This question was addressed in detail at the Charles River Dam Advisory Committee’s meeting on
September 22, 2021. The slides shared at that meeting and a recording of the presentation are
available at natickma.gov/crdam.
If the dam is repaired
If dam is repaired, no change will occur to the upstream or downstream dimensions or depths of the
Charles River. The river will still rise and fall in response to storm events in the same manner that it
does currently.
Per the 2019 design developed by GZA Associates, the geotechnical consulting firm the Town has
contracted to support engineering related to the dam: repairing the dam will require the removal of
all trees from the earthen dam structure and the earthen dam will be rehabilitated and reshaped to its
original design shape. This will be done by adding and compacting soil material in certain areas on
the dam and preventing erosion of the dam by placement of stone (rip rap) along the entire upstream
face of the dam structure.
The Town has also received requests from residents to explore front-filling or back-filling the
existing dam as an alternative to the 2019 design. The Town should have guidance from GZA on the
viability of such proposals in early 2022.
If the spillway is removed
If the spillway is removed, the trees on the earthen structure will be allowed to remain. The structure
will no longer be classified as a dam and the earthen dam will be considered part of the river bank.
The upstream impoundment area (pond) will reduce in width. The river will continue to run from
west to east between the two park properties. The depth of the impoundment and the width of the
river on the upstream side of the spillway will both be reduced. Per GZA’s feasibility study, the
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extent of the river width reduction will be visible to approximately half a mile upstream of the
existing dam. For context, one half mile on the River is very near the current footbridge over the
Charles. Beyond that, the effects of removing the spillway will not be visible to the eye. The river
downstream of the breached spillway will not change in depth or width. The amount of river water
currently flowing over the spillway will continue to flow through the former spillway area
unimpeded. The depth and the width of the river downstream of the dam will not change.
See next page for a map of the upstream impoundment area.
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Map of Upstream Impoundment Area
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Q3: What would the construction of each option entail? How long would it take? What will
construction impacts be to nearby property owners?
A: Provided by Bill McDowell, Natick Town Engineer
If the dam is repaired
The estimated construction time for the 2019 GZA-designed repair is 6 - 8 weeks. Including
mobilization and clean up time, the entire duration of the project would be 3 - 3.5 months.
Potential impacts include those typically associated with heavy construction, including noise and
construction traffic. Permit conditions would be included to minimize impacts such as dust or
siltation/sedimentation impacts to the river itself.
If this option is chosen, the design will be updated, and these time frames may change. These time
frames are active construction only, and do not include required permitting, site preparation, or postconstruction review and approvals.
If the spillway is removed
Specific spillway removal parameters have not been designed. This estimate is based on typical
concrete dam removal to the full extent of the river. The estimated construction time for spillway
removal would also include gradually lowering the impoundment water level and building a ramp
for the excavator to access the spillway. Estimated time to remove the concrete spillway and
construction debris is approximately 8 - 10 weeks. Adding mobilization, dewatering and clean-up,
the project would likely require 4 - 4.5 months to complete.
Potential construction impacts would be similar to the repair alternative. These time frames do not
include the required permitting process.

Q4: Who will make the decision about the future of the dam and what is the timeline for the
decision-making process?
The decision on how to proceed with the dam will ultimately rest with the Natick Select Board, with
funding voted on by Town Meeting.
To help inform the decision(s), Town Administration is seeking broad consultation and deliberation
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within the community. In February 2021, the Town Administrator appointed a 19 member Charles
River Dam Advisory Committee to review, discuss and evaluate the options of what to do with the
dam. The Committee is in the process of learning about the Town’s options and is scheduled to
present a recommendation to the Select Board in 2022.
The Select Board will consider the Advisory Committee’s recommendation and then decide on a
path forward. The timing of the Select Board’s decision has not been determined at this point.

Q5: How would the removal of the spillway or the repair of the dam impact flooding of
properties along the river?
A: Provided by Bill McDowell, Natick Town Engineer
These answers are supported by the Hydraulic and Hydrologic calculations performed by GZA, the
Town’s geotechnical consultant, and were presented at the Charles River Dam Advisory
Committee’s meeting on September 22, 2021. The slides shared at that meeting and a recording of
the presentation are available at natickma.gov/crdam. (The GZA feasibility study is presented at
00:22:30.)
If the dam is repaired
Repairing the dam would have no effect on the current probability or extent of flooding either
upstream or downstream of the dam.
If the spillway is removed
Removing the spillway would lower the water level to approximately half a mile upstream of the
dam. Lowering the water level will also decrease the width of the river.
Because the dam is a “run of the river” dam, removing the spillway would not impact the probability
of flooding for larger storm events. (i.e. a hundred-year storm event’s probability of occurring is
0.01 in any given year). Removing the spillway would not impact the probability or extent of
flooding downstream of the dam.
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Q6: What will happen to the parks and conservation land surrounding the dam? Would river
restoration and parkland construction happen in conjunction with the repair of the
dam/removal of the spillway?
A: Provided by Karen Partanen, Natick Director of Recreation and Parks
There will be changes to area parks and conservation land if the dam is repaired or if the spillway is
removed. As currently designed, if the dam is repaired, the earthen berm (known as Grove Park) will
lose 60 trees and will be reinforced by stone (riprap) in the river. In planning for changes and park
improvements, the Town will seek public input. It will also leverage past community feedback and
plans, such as the 2016 Master Plan for Parks and Fields (https://www.natickma.gov/1310/Park-andField-Master-Plan, pgs. 65-67, 70-72) and 2020 Open Space and Recreation Plan
(https://www.natickma.gov/1692/2020-Open-Space-Recreation-Plan-Update) to inform a
comprehensive plan for these properties.
The Town envisions the Advisory Committee’s work and the Select Board’s decision regarding the
future of the Charles River Dam in South Natick as phase one of a multiphase process. The final
details and timeline of this process are to be determined, but are expected to include:
Phase I:

Decide on a path forward (dam repair or spillway removal) and pursue additional
funding as required.

Phase 2:

Begin the process of gathering public input and designing for public park creation
based on the outcome of Phase 1. The Town anticipates this work would be a
collaborative effort of the Recreation and Parks Commission, Conservation
Commission and Select Board.

Phase 3:

Implement dam repair or spillway removal and construct park and open space
improvements.

Q7: How would the recreational value of the river change for property owners under either
option, especially related to navigability for kayaks and canoes?
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A: Provided by Karen Partanen, Natick Director of Recreation and Parks, and Bill McDowell,
Natick Town Engineer
If the dam is repaired
Per GZA, the Town’s geotechnical consultant, if the dam is repaired, approximately 60 trees will
need to be removed from the earthen berm and the Town will not be permitted to replant them.
If the spillway is removed
If the spillway is removed, the river will run freely and reconnect more than 109 miles of upstream
tributary and main stem river, and expand opportunities for local recreation.
Per the Hydraulic and Hydrologic calculations performed by GZA, the inundation area immediately
upstream of the dam would shrink and the upstream river would narrow to similar widths as the
downstream area of the dam.
In the Charles River Dam Advisory Committee’s October 22 meeting, Nick Wildman of the MA
Division of Ecological Restoration further explained that when a dam is removed the impoundment
area typically changes to look and feel like the river further upstream and downstream of the dam.
He also confirmed that designing a channel in the river that supports kayaking and canoeing is
possible, and that the design and implementation of such features have been part of other dam
removal projects. While flow of the river may be slightly faster should the spillway be removed, it is
not expected to impact navigation of the river.
The Town could add a kayak or canoe launch to the earthen berm, which would require permitting
beginning with the Notice of Intent process under the Wetlands Protection Act, as part of either
scenario.

Q8: If the spillway is removed, who will own the newly exposed land upstream of the dam?
A: Provided by Karis North, Town Counsel and Eric Henderson, Natick Director of Assessing
The language of existing deeds will not change if the spillway is removed. Consistent with
Massachusetts law, abutters with property deeds that are “by the river” typically have rights to land
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to the centerline of the adjacent river, including land that is underwater. If the spillway is removed
and land is accreted/exposed, it would remain in possession of the current property owner.
Individual property deeds are specific to the individual property, and as such may have special
circumstances, stipulations (such as easements), or other conditions that may be unique and/or
impact an individual property owner’s rights. Please note that Town Counsel is not able to provide
legal advice or formal guidance to private property owners per state law. If individual property
owners have questions about their deeds, they are responsible for seeking such guidance from their
own counsel.

Q9: Will my property’s tax assessment change if the dam is repaired or if the spillway is
removed?
A: Provided by Eric Henderson, Natick Director of Assessing
Property tax assessments are not expected to change in a meaningful way for downstream or
upstream abutters in either scenario.
Downstream Properties
Downstream properties are not expected to change if the dam is repaired or if the spillway is
removed.
Upstream Properties
Per the response to Q8, property owners with deeds “by the river” typically have rights to the center
of the river. As such, these property owners should expect no change to their tax assessment as a
result of spillway removal.

Q10: I live upstream of the dam. If the spillway is removed, what, if any, restrictions would
exist on newly exposed land?
A: Provided by Claire Rundelli, Natick Conservation Agent
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Any lot that borders the Charles River currently falls within the 200’ Riverfront Area afforded to that
resource so, consistent with the state Wetlands Protection Act, limitations on the lot for homeowners
would not change in any significant manner.
Should the spillway be removed, the land exposed will likely mimic properties seen in Bordering
Vegetated Wetlands (BVW), in both vegetation present and soil properties. This may change over
time depending on the precipitation rates and where the river channel that is carved falls, but these
areas would likely qualify as BVW. This means that, in addition to falling within the Riverfront
Area, land exposed by the drawdown of the inundation area could fall under the state Wetlands
Protection Act regulations regarding BVW and its associated 100’ Buffer Zone, and that work in
these areas would need to be reviewed and approved by the Conservation Office and/or
Conservation Commission.
Docks and walkways to access the river would also still be allowed, and would have to go through
the permitting process that currently applies to any permanent or temporary dock installations in
navigable waterways (i.e., Chapter 91, Section 10a, and/or wetlands permitting).
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